
MINUTES 

Living Well Area Partnership 

Greater Cambridge 

19 June 2018 

Swansley Room, Cambourne 

 

9:30 – 11:30 am Item 1 Introduction and Apologies 

Attendees Apologies 

(CM) Cath Mitchell, CCG, (Chair) 
(KJ) Katie Johnson, Public Health CCC 
(KS) Keith Stonell, Patient Rep 
(DB) David Bailey, COPE 
(TM) Dr Tony Males, York Street Med Practice 
and GP Federation  
(MF) Mark Freeman, CVS Cambridge 
(CW) Carol Williams, Adult Social Care, CCC 
(SW) Susie Willis, CO, Care Network 
(RT) Rachel Talbot, CEO, CAB Cambridge 
(CMay) Christine May, Asst Director, Culture & 
Community Services, CCC 
(SE) Councillor Sue Ellington, SCDC 
(HS) Councillor Hazel Smith, SCDC 
(GH) Councillor Geoff Harvey, SCDC 
(LMc) Lesley McFarlane, Development Officer, 
SCDC, (minutes) 
(YO) Yvonne O’Donnell, Environment and Health 
Manager, Cambridge City Council 
(SH) Stephen Hills, Director of Housing, SCDC 
(SA) Sharif Al-Rousi, Children’s Services, CCC 

Julie Frake-Harris, Interim Director Operations, 
CPFT 
Mike Hill, Director of Health and Environmental 
Services, SCDC 
Suzanne Hemingway, Director of Health and 
Environmental Services, Cambridge City Council 
Lisa Lim, GP York Street Medical Practice and 
member of GP Federation Cambridge 
Melanie Wicklen, COO, Age UK 
Rita Bali, Executive Officer, C&P Local 
Pharmaceutical Committee 
Emma Amez, Healthwatch 

 

Item 2 – Agree minutes and update actions from the previous meetings 

Susie Willis and Carol Williams names had merged. Now corrected. 
Item 4. KJ fed back to Lisa Lim. Complete 
Item 5. KJ Circulated alcohol admission rates. Complete 
Item 6. EY to circulate map of JET area map, not yet done  – LMc to chase up. 
Item 7. CQC update provided by CM verbally: 
In 2017 the CQC announced they would be undertaking a systems-wide review focusing on 
how services meet people’s needs and how care providers work together. Based on our 
DTOCs status the CCG anticipated C&P would be listed in the first cohort of inspections. This 
did not happen, and announcement of further reviews has been placed on hold until the 
release of the anticipated Green Paper on Adult social care now scheduled for Autumn 2018.  
In the meantime, Helen Gregg began preparations in advance to ensure we are “inspection 
ready”, obtaining reports from areas that have already been inspected to get a better 
understanding of expectations. 
ACTION:  Helen Gregg to provide update at next meeting (CM to HG) 

Item 3 – Libraries and their role in Health & Wellbeing,  

Presentation provided by Christine May (Attached). 
The Library service is more than just lending books; it promotes health and wellbeing across 
all ages and population groups. 
The service is exploring options such as seasonal flu jabs via their mobile service – visiting 
more rural and isolated areas of the district.   
It provides volunteering opportunities within and connection to other charities. 



The service also has a group of volunteers who collect and return books for individuals who 
live in isolation and cannot access the library in person.  This service has been shown to 
address loneliness among the elderly and those with LTCs. 
Care Network keen to understand how they can better link with the mobile library service.   
ACTION: CMay to provide further info to the Care Network on Mood Boosting Books 
and Books on prescription and linking to the mobile service. 
HS enquired if Northstowe is served by the Library bus.  CMay stated the there is a permanent 
presence in the town based at the school. However, a dedicated building is planned for the 
town centre once it’s built. 
SH enquired about funding and security of the service.  CMay confident that the library’s future 
is secure. 
CM shared other info on how CCG integrated with library services, e.g. CCG leading on a 
Diabetes programme looking at Diabetes prevalence across C&P, using library facilities to 
provide additional information and meeting spaces.  All library staff trained to be dementia 
friendly environments. 
TM commented that GPs are not generally aware of the library service but believed that 
surgery bespoke information would be needed to increase engagement.   Also concerned that 
libraries did not appeal to certain groups such as teens? 
CMay: Commented that library use is broad across all groups and ages.  Some teens 
welcome the peace the library offers away from noisy school/home environments. 
Libraries are free to use for under 18’s; people on benefits and for the first 30 minutes (WiFi) 
for all. 
Greatest usage seen by young families, older people, the unemployed and hard to reach. 
CMay enquired about the links library volunteers had with other services.  
CM recommended link to the H&WB Network. 
SE wasn’t sure how well the fire service shares and disseminates info on loneliness? 
MF commented that they have lots of data which they have promised to share but which has 
never been forthcoming, possibly due to lack of funds to explore the data properly. 
ACTION: CM suggested raising this as an agenda item at the next CDRP meeting in Oct. 
CW commented that Matthew Hall from CCC communications team is organising an event on 
10th July at Shire Hall to share how we use our local resources to address loneliness, District 
Council representation would be welcome.  
ACTION: CW to send info to LMc .  COMPLETE 
 

Item 4: The Health & Wellbeing Network 

Presentation provided by Susie Willis (attached) 
Funded to March 2019. Aim to help smaller charities and non-profit organisations work 
together, and provide strategic vision.   Provide a single point of contact for service users. 
Recognising that it’s impossible for any one person/professional to know the full offering of 
support from the voluntary sector. 
SH commented that 18% of enquiries linked to housing and that HOOP should be part of that 
offering.    
ACTION:  LMc to provide details on HOOP and housing advice services to SW. 
Complete. 
SW asked TM how best to engage with GP practices to promote this service? TM suggested 
best approach is a surgery by surgery approach.  Surgery admin teams and wider practice 
staff would be keen to know more about this service. 
GH asked if promotion could be via media that is read by GPs at leisure – Gateway News / 
CCG news and PPG rep meetings  
Action CM to send info to SW re dates of PPG rep meetings. 
COPE send a regular newsletter to surgeries across Cambridgeshire to inform patients and 
staff.   
DB offered to distribute info such as Health & Wellbeing Network with the newsletter. 
SW to follow up if interested in using this medium. 



 

Item 5: The CAB -  Prescribing advice 
Presentation provided by Rachel Talbot re GP outreach branches. (Attached) 
Practical advice is given on a range of issues e.g. debt/ bereavement/ housing etc CAB’s role 
is to help resolve these issues freeing individuals of the burden which often prevents them 
from looking after their physical health.  When the individual is ready, they then refer to the 
appropriate H&WB service for physical/mental support. 
They do not provide a counselling service. 
Benefits of GP based outreach localities is that an immediate referral can be made by the GP 
(using prescription pads) and CAB can feedback outcomes directly to the GPs.   A new branch 
is shortly to open at Addenbrookes for patients but they are also seeking funding to provide 
onsite support for staff. 
Funding generally comes from a variety of sources e.g. SCDC fund Longstanton branch and 
at Addenbrookes a commercial business is providing the funding. 
Early evaluation of branch services has found that they are accessed by more ethnic 
minorities. 
CM enquired if there would be a formal evaluation of the service? 
RT responded that this has not been done yet but will be at the end of the current funding 
agreements. 

Item 6: Living Well Charter – sign off 

The Charter received official sign-off by the Health & Wellbeing board in March and is now 
ready for LWAP members to take back to organisations to obtain signatures. 
Action: ALL members to sign document and return to LMc (attached)  

Item 7: H&WB Board Feedback 

Feedback provided by Cllr Geoff Harvey, SCDC.  

 The STP is perceived not to be engaging with the public and measures taken to engage 
should be made clearer.  There is pressure on them to create more deliverables. To 
improve their transparency meetings will be open to the public. 

 Dementia - criticism that the Dementia strategy had to consult 17 committees 
demonstrating that high levels of bureaucracy remain. How can some of these committees 
be unified? 
Hearing loss has been recognised as a compounding issue with dementia, linked to social 
isolation, inactivity and obesity, all of which could contribute to the development of 
dementia.  Social connectivity recognised as key to preventing dementia together with 
good housing and built environments which create these vital social connections. Ely have 
been recognised as a dementia friendly City and P’bo have set up a dementia resource 
centre located at a neighbourhood hub offering a one-stop-shop for dementia information 
for affected individuals, carers and professionals.  
Comment was made that the strategy did not cover management within hospitals. 
An evaluation of the Alzheimer’s Society Dementia Advisor Services indicated a 
significant return on investment, with every £1 invested in such post-diagnosis support 
resulting in nearly £41 worth of benefits  

 DTOC - the general feeling is that progress is being made and this was well received as 
it’s now much closer to the target level. 

 LWAPs have been positively received with recognition that they’re working closely 
together. However, there is concern as to how the partnerships will continue to work within 
the north-south geography based on hospital footprints and aligning services and patient 
flows into acute hospitals.  
There also seems to be a perception of reduced policing in particular within more rural 
villages and feelings of fear even among some older men who report not feeling safe to 
go outside and how this could be factored into our Living Well aims. 

 Joint H&WB Boards – the 2 boards have agreed to meet again jointly due to the many 
items in common. 



 

Item 8: STP Update 

CM provided a verbal update.    
The board is moving towards public meetings but dates have not yet been released as to 
when these will begin.  
The STP will be moving towards more place-based organisation creating north and south 
delivery groups to reflect the footprints of the acute hospitals.   Should the LWAPs be 
reorganised to reflect this?  
HCE/PSB meeting on Thursday 21/6/18 will be exploring ways in which public health, the 
health sector and planning can work more collectively to plan for S106 contributions.   
Historically S106 contributions to health have been focused on the GP practice needs but 
there is recognition that we all need to be looking at the wider impacts, greater than the 
practice level and involving the combined authority. 
Living Sport & Press Red working together to address physical activity levels in groups less 
likely to actively participate in sport such as older people, those living with LTCs and women 
and girls.  In May they also received £500K funding for “active new communities” recognising 
that people often stop physical activity when they move to a new location. 
What do we all do locally to promote physical activity?  Is this an opportunity for the sharing of 
ideas. 

Item 9: BCF update  

Deferred to the next meeting 

AOB 

COPE, Cambridgeshire Older People’s Enterprise Forum will be holding their annual meeting 
on July 16th, 10am-12pm at St Luke’s Church, Cambridge with presentations from the 
Campaign to End Loneliness and Men’s Shed movement.  All are welcome. 
A general discussion around loneliness took place.  Comment that there’s lot’s of community 
based activities already and we need to better engage, and raise awareness within 
communities rather than continue to offer more.   
How do we target lonely people who don’t choose to be lonely? 
We are awaiting the publication of a report of findings from the Campaign to End Loneliness 
but there is concern that it will tell us what we already know.   
 
Alternating meeting venue in 2019?  Would we be happy to alternate meetings for 2019 
between City venues and South Cambs?  The general consensus was in agreement to do this 
as long as a venue could be found on the outskirts of the City with free- parking preferably! 
 
 
DTOC update deferred to next meeting 
BCF update deferred to next meeting 
DFG policy update by Helen Reed – agenda item, next meeting 
 
Next meeting:  21st August at 9:30am, Jeavons Room, 1st Floor South Cambridgeshire 
Hall. 
 
 

 


